
 

2019/20 

Pre-season 

STATS REPORT 
Welcome to your exclusive Across the Leagues Champions League Stats Report... 

There are 32 teams in the Champions League - in this report we're focusing on the 11 teams that have qualified for the competition 

most often and played the most games in recent seasons. 

We're drawing on seven previous seasons of Champions League stats for: Juventus, Real Madrid, Man City, PSG, Bayern Munich, 

Barcelona and Benfica, six seasons of stats for: Atletico Madrid and three seasons of stats for: Borussia Dortmund, Napoli and 

Tottenham. 

All stats relate to the 90-minute markets (no Finals at Neutral grounds have been included). 

This body of data gives us a strong set of Home & Away form to work with and build on for the 2019/20 Champions League season. 



As the tables below show, many sides have strong records in particular stats areas and betting markets; very useful to know as we 

approach each round of games... 

We've got unique betting stats - tailored to the markets available with the bookies - on a wide range of areas including Goals, 

Corners, Cards & Bookings as well as Match Results. 

The historical data below is arranged into: 

• Team tables - individual team stats 

Followed by: 

• Overall tables - ranking the teams across a range of betting markets 

Team tables 

Here are the 11 teams and their stats... 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Overall tables 

Here are the overall tables, ranking the teams by betting market... 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

Lookout for your weekly Picks & Analysis emails... 

The stats above form the starting point and background for our 2019/20 Champions League analysis. Throughout the season 

before every set of games you'll receive our Picks & Analysis email, hunting out the top-rated stats opportunities and best prices for 

specific fixtures – exclusive advice only available to Across the Leagues members. 

Enjoy the football... 



Best wishes, 

 

Shaun Humphris 

Across the Leagues 

www.AcrossTheLeagues.co.uk  

http://www.acrosstheleagues.co.uk/

